
S E M I L L A 

-CELL GROUP-  
 

Matthew 16:1-12

“¡Beware of…” 

1.- … Corrupt People! (1-4) 

2.- … Corrupt Mentality! (5-11) 

3.- … Corrupt Teaching! (12)  

Objective: Keep us alert to everything that puts the purity of the gospel at risk.  

Icebreaker: What would you say is your story with that wonder called “bread”: of love, 
of heartbreak, love and disappointment, indifference, another?

To Start: 
1. 1. Let's review our memory verses Isaiah 35:4 (“mere mortal” level) or Isaiah

36:4-6 (“sensei” level)

2. Let us briefly share some of our notes and/or our reflections derived from
This weekend's teaching in Matthew 16:1-12

To Observe a little and think a little: 
1. Of all the characteristics of the Pharisees and Sadducees that are given to us in verses 

1 to 4 Which of them seems more dangerous to you and why?
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2. Judging from verses 5 to 11, where was the disciples' mind and where do you think it should
have been?

3. How do you understand Jesus' warning “stay away from the leaven of the Pharisees in 
(verse 12)

To Reflect 
1. Have you ever been biased toward any aspect of Jesus' teaching? Which was your 

experience?

2. What are the feelings you normally experience regarding your finances: fear, anxiety, 
trust, gratitude, other? What do you think it is due to?

3. Let's take a few minutes to each answer these questions and then, Let's share them with 
each other:

a) What modern yeast do you think has the potential to corrupt the truth about
Jesus, his gospel and his kingdom?

b) What yeast do you need to stay away from?

c) What leaven or thought system that threatens the purity of your faith do you think
you are more vulnerable or susceptible to?

Lets Pray!

Memory Verse: 

Matthew 16:6 “Be careful,” Jesus said to them. “Be on your guard against the yeast 
of the Pharisees and Sadducees.”




